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SG UMID Applications

• Activities since the San Jose
  • Started TC review of proposal on RP 205 1-year review on May 5
    • Hopefully approved as proposed?

• Presented “To Maximize Interoperability in Mobile News Gathering” at NAB Show 2017 BEIT Conference†
  • Briefly introduced the ST 330 extensions and their applications under development
    • Its proceeding paper and presentation material are made available at:

†Supported by Soliton Systems K.K.
DG UMID Related Standards

- Activities since the San Jose
  - ST 330 Revision
    - Final draft according to “proposed extensions” is almost completed
      - New Material number generation method
      - New Instance number generation method
      - Source Pack “Where” extension to additionally describe a camera shooting direction

- UMID Resolution Protocol
  - No progress
Next Step

• SG UMID Applications
  • To assist the DG activities as appropriate
  • To explore new work items

• DG UMID Related Standards
  • ST 330 Revision
    • To finalize the draft and ask for pre-FCD-ballot review
  • RP 205 1-year review
    • To provide an initial draft
  • UMID Resolution Protocol
    • Pending
Thanks!